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By Irene McKnight
A bill was passed at the last SGA meeting which w ill provide for a complete
investigation and evaluation of the security force on campus.
Manny Menendez, vice president of SGA, w ill act as chairman and
coordinator of the evaluation committee. "What we don't want is another
Kent State,” Menendez remarked. He added "There is a lack of definitions of
responsibility at this institution. This bill w ill be a vehicle to find out
security's intentions and to find out if security is beneficial or detrimental to
the com m unity."
The bill, which was submitted by Michael Messina, SGA president, came as
a result of the increase in the use of police equipment such as nightsticks and
squadlights by the MSC security force.
Messina explained that the increase in police equipment could be in
preparation for the acquisition o f firearms. The bill stipulates that "The SGA
believes it detrimental to the college that firearms be employed by anyone for
any reason."
THE INVESTIGATION w ill be conducted with the cooperation of the
Council on Commuter Affairs (COCA), the security office, and the vice
president of Administration and Finance.
The questions which the committee hopes to answer concern the specific
purpose of the college security force, the goals and objectives of the force, and
questions involving the establishment and handling of security decisions and
policy. Menendez commented that the results of the investigation w ill be
available to students.

Michael Messina

Manny Menendez

Prelude to Firearms

To Head Committee

Misuse

of

SGA

Efforts to close the $487 million
state budget gap may endanger the
present state college tuition rate. If
proposals now set before the Joint
Appropriations Committee are put
into effect, tuition at the eight state
colleges w ill jump from $535 per
year to the proposed $1070 per year.
After
defending
the
higher
education budget of $321 million
before the committee, Ralph A.
Dungan,
Chancellor
of
higher
education, said that he would
propose a tuition increase only if
“ the legislature puts my back against
the wall" by cutting the higher
education budget by 10 or 15%.
ACCORDING TO Kenneth Bragg,
executive director of the Office of
Fiscal Affairs, the tuition problem is
only one item on a list set before the
committee to consider.
In a report made by the Office of
Fiscal Affairs to the committee it is
stated that the present tuition rate
pays for 26% of the actual cost of
educating a state college student. The
proposed increase w ill have students
paying for one-half of their education
costs.
If put into effect the tuition
increase w ill give the state treasury an
estimated $31.2 m illion in additional
state funds. Approximately $5.4
million of this additional revenue
would be appropriated for student
financial aid. In effect, the state
would gain $25.9 m illion for state
revenue to use as it sees fit.
IN AN interview Dungan stated
that he "does not want a tuition
increase anymore than anybody
else." He added that he would be
forced to take such action if the
higher
education
budget
is
substantially cut.
Tuition increase, however, is not
the only proposal suggested by the
Office for Fiscal Affairs and set
b e fo re
the
committee
for
consideration. Coupled w ith the
proposed $80 m illion cut in state aid
to education is the suggestion that
outpatient service in the state's

Funds

mental hospitals be eliminated. Also
before the committee is the proposal
to dismantle the Motor Vehicle
inspection program.
According to an article recently

Bohn

printed in The Trenton Times, "all
public college presidents across the
state have gone on the record against
a tuition hike and have openly
supported a graduated income tax."

M is u n d e r s ta n d in g

Offers Summer lodging
By A rt Sharon

^

**

It's not as if Lois Redd doesn't have enough problems. Now the
coordinator of housing at MSC has an unexpected problem.
The problem stems from a recent (Feb. 11) article in The
Herald-News. The article stated that rooms were available at MSC's
largest dorm, Bohn Hall, for overnight use, much like any
commercial motel.
The article, through a misunderstanding, neglected to say that the
rooms were only available during the summer months when school
was out of session. During school months the dorm houses 600
women and has a waiting list of at least that many to get in.
REDD EXPLAINS the erroneous article as "a case of bad public
relations." She related that the public information office at MSC has
issued a release explaining the situation. Redd said, "I haven't seen
that explanation in any of the papers yet."
As a result of the article, the information desk at the dorm has
been swamped w ith calls inquiring about the availability of rooms.
There w ill still be some rooms available this summer but the school
has been forced to place restrictions on the use of these rooms.
According to Redd, "The rooms w ill only be available to people
associated in one way or another w ith the college." She explained,
"This includes prospective students, alumni, current students,
campus conference participants and relatives o f students, faculty
and staff."
Assessing the restrictions, Redd stated, " I f the situation is going
to get out of hand, I think we do need guidelines.” She further
added, " I think it's a good idea to keep it w ithin the Montclair
fam ily."
THIS SUMMER the dorm w ill be hosting several groups of British
students and also a New Jersey Education Association (NJEA)
workshop. Redd emphasized however that there w ill be rooms
available.
In regards to the space situation this summer. Redd said the
availability of rooms would be on a week to week basis. She pointed
out that the dorm usually has "0 0 rooms available at any one tim e."
There are several big pluses and a few drawbacks in obtaining a
room at the dorm this summer. Among the pluses are the price of
the room - $5 a night and the use of the dining facilities where
food is moderately priced. The dorm also affords an excellent view
of New York City from its mountain top location. Musing on the
situation. Redd offered, " I think it's an attractive thing."
There are some drawbacks however. The rooms are not
air-conditioned and there is no maid service available.
The dorm started this practice last summer. They may not put
Holiday Inn out of business but you can't beat the rates.

Bergen Court Cries Guilty
By Donald Scarinci
Peter Vukovitch, former president of the MSC Student
Film Makers, was found guilty by the Bergen County
district court of taking the film from the SGA totaling
$340 on March 20.
Mike Messina, SGA president, said the student
association pressed charges against Vukovitch “ when it
became obvious that no outside settlement was possible."
VUKOVITCH WAS allocated 23 rolls of 16mm color
film on May 25, 1973 for the purpose of shooting a movie
in Spain that summer. According to Messina. Vukovitch
graduated in the spring and the SGA never received the
film or the money for the film .
Messina said that Angelo Genova, then president of the
SGA, began an inquiry in the fall of 1973. When Genova's
term as president expired, Messina pursued the inquiry
and tried to reach a settlement outside of court.
When an outside settlement seemed impossible, said
Messina, the matter was turned over to E lliot Baumgart,

the SGA lawyer.
Lenore Moore, recording secretary of the Student
Filmmakers in the spring of 1973 testified in court
Thursday. After an hour and a half, the SGA won the
case. Vukovitch is required by the court to pay $340 and
the court fees.
ACKNOWLEDGING THE fact that several students
have gotten away w ith this kind of thing in the past,
Messina said, “ This case established the precedent that
students misusing SGA funds w ill be prosecuted until the
SGA is satisfied that its concerns have been met.”
Messina continued, "The SGA is prepared and willing
to go to court if financial regulations are violated by a
student. We hope that by this action a recurrence of
similar activities w ill not take place w ithin the
corporation."
By bringing the case to court the SGA lost $160,
according to Messina, since the case cost the corporation
$500 in legal fees w ith a return to the SGA of only $340.

FOP RENT: This Bohn Hall room exemplifies the kind o f accomodations
which w ill be available on the MSC campus over the summer, but only for
individuals who are connected in some way with MSC.
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TODAY, THURS., APRIL 3
EXHIBIT. Paintings by Richard Mayhew. Gallery One,
Life Hall. Monday through Friday, 9 am - 5 pm. Free.
CAR WASH. Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi. Behind
Webster Hall, 10 am - 3 pm. $1.
FILM/LECTURE. "H ow to Use Fire Extinguishers,"
sponsored by the office of security and safety. Student
Center ballroom A, noon and 2 pm. Free.
ART FORUM. Lecture/demonstration featuring artist
Richard Mayhew, sponsored by the fine arts department.
Calcia Auditorium , 1 pm - 3 pm. Free.
VARSITY BASEBALL. Jersey City State College. Pittser
Field, 3 pm.
MEETING. For elections to general board of College Life
Union Board (CLUB). Center fourth floor meeting rooms,
4 pm.
AUDITIONS. For Summerfun, MSC's summer stock
company. Memorial Auditorium , 7:30 pm -9 :3 0 pm.
FILM. "F elix Krull: Confessions of a Swindler," as part
of the Thomas Mann Centenary Celebration, "The A rtist
as Naked Man." Sponsored by the International Film
Festival of the School of Humanities and the English
department. Mallory Hall room 155, 8 pm. Free.
FRI., APRIL 4
CONFERENCE.
New
Jersey
State
Counselor's
Conference. Center ballrooms, 9 am - 4 pm. (LECTURE.
"Innovations in Group Counseling" featuring Dr. Leonard
Blank. Center ballroom B, 10 am. Admission for
non-members: $2.50)
LECTURE. Featuring state Sen. Alfred N. Beadleston
(R-11th Dist.), sponsored by the sociology department.
Center ballrooms, noon. Free.
FILM . "The Twelve Chairs," sponsored by CLUB. Center
ballrooms, 8 pm and 10 pm. Free.
SAT., APRIL 5
VARSITY BASEBALL. Doubleheader: New Jersey
Institute of Technology, 11 am; Baruch College, 2 pm.
Pittser Field.

AUDITIONS. For Summerfun, MSC's summer stock
company. Memorial Auditorium , 1 pm - 5 pm.
MASS. Sponsored by Newman Community. Newman
House, 6:30 pm.
INTERNATIO N AL FESTIVAL. Sponsored by the
International Students Organization. Life Hall cafeteria, 8
pm. Admission: SGA ID $2.50, others $3.50.
SUN., APRIL 6
MASS. Studio Theater, 11 am.
SUB-VARSITY BASEBALL.
Pittser Field, 1:30 pm.

Essex

County

Y & .A T T E N T IO N !
FACULTY,
STUDENTS and STAFF!

College.

FASHION AND TALENT REVUE. Sponsored by the
Black Students Cooperative Union (BSCU). Center
ballrooms, 8 pm. Admission: SGA ID $2.50, others
$3.50.
MON., APRIL 7
VARSITY BASEBALL. William Paterson College. Pittser
Field, 3 pm.
LECTURE. "Music of the Romantic Period," featuring
Dr. Fritz Kramer, sponsored by the Interdisciplinary
Lecture Series of the School of Humanities. Center
ballroom A, 3 pm. Free
MEETING. Accounting Club general membership. Center
fourth floor meeting room one, 7:30 pm.
SENIOR RECITAL. Featuring tenor Charles Zetterstrom.
McEachern Recital Hall, 8 pm. Free.

the center shop
is having a

REFERENCE
BOOK SALE!
Hardcover
originally
up to $15

TUES., APRIL 8
TENNIS. Rutgers/Newark. Tennis courts, 3 pm.
WOMEN'S VARSITY SOFTBALL. Brooklyn College.
Pittser Field, 3:30 pm. Women's Sub-Varsity softball
game, also.

NOW
ONLY $ 1 . 9 5
Paperbacks
originally
up to $6.95

MEETING. SGA legislature members. Center fourth floor
meeting rooms, 4 pm.
SEXUAL SELF-HELP WORKSHOP FOR WOMEN.
Sponsored by the Drop-In Center and the Women’s
Caucus. Center fourth floor meeting rooms, 7 pm. Free.
FILM . "Soldier Blue," sponsored by the Council on
International and National Affairs. Center ballrooms, 8
pm and 10 pm. Admission: 50 cents.

N O W ONLY
9 5 CENTS

Business
Math
Science
Language
History
Sociology
Political Science
Economics
Literature
Philosophy
Art
Music
and more!

BEER DRINKER’S QUICK QUIZ
Just to kill a minute or two, why don’t you match your own
beer-drinking habits and preferences against those of the
Budweiser Brewmaster. W hile you’re taking the test, it might
be a good idea to cover up the answers with a cold can or two
of the King of Beers®.
l .W h e n you do use a glass, do you ease the beer down
the side? □ Or do you pour it down the middle to get
a nice head of foam? □
2 * How much foam do you like on a glass of draught
beer? N one at all □ One inch □ One and a half to
two inches □
3 . Do you like to drink your beer in little sips? □ Big
swallows? □ Something in between? Q
4 « Which do you like best?
Canned beer □ Bottled beer □ Draught beer □
5 « Which beer is brewed by “exclusive Beechwood Ageing
with natural carbonation to produce a better taste and
a smoother, more drinkable beer?” Budweiser □ Some
other brand □
) . When you say “ Budweiser,” do you say i t . . . often? Q
. . . eagerly? □ . . . loudly? □ . . . gladly? □
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Assemble Course Info
By AnnKaren McLean

S tu d e n ts
an ticip ating
the
recurrence
of
indecision
and
confusion at registration time w ill be
relieved to find that the SGA has
taken steps to alleviate that age-old

Droblem of selecting courses.

According to Ken Malmud, SGA
vice president for academic affairs,
the legislature passed a bill to
"support the concept of making
available course Information booklets

Adopted to Meet
In Second
By Michelle Bell
Prompted by an adopted student
looking for her biological parents, Dr.
Irwin J. Badin, MSC assistant
professor of psychology, is trying a
second time to conduct a seminar for
adopted persons seeking contact with
other adopted persons. It w ill be held
Tues., April 29, at 4 pm in Russ Hall
lounge.
According to Badin, "There is a
growing movement amongst adopted
children to seek out their biological
parents and to fight for their rights in
the wills of their adopted parents."
That is one reason why he feels the
seminar is needed.
THE FIRST seminar was held by
and for adopted students because
Badin felt, " it would be more
relevant that way." However, his
greatest amount of response came
T E A C H E R S
AND
ADMINISTRATORS: Now is the
time to register for current and
September vacancies. Write and
send resume to Fisk Teachers
Agency, Juniper Building, Juniper
and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
19107.
We
a re
the foremost teacher
placement agency in New Jersey
and have been since 1880. Let us
help you find the opportunity
you seek.

JOIN US!
lili
i

»

from interested non-adopted persons,
Badin said.
"Adoption is a funny kind of
condition to talk about. It means
different things to different people,"
Badin stated. He said that may have
been why the first seminar was
unsuccessful besides the fact that the
percentage of adopted persons on
campus is unknown.
Society's attitude towards adopted
persons
has
made
it
almost
impossible to locate one's biological
parents, Badin commented. "Records
are sealed and institutions don't
cooperate." The risk of upsetting a
biological parent's new life is taken
into
great
consideration
by
institutions Badin said. "N o t only do
institutions make it hard on those
adopted but biological children make
it more d ifficu lt on adopted children
when it concerns a probated w ill," he
explained.
If this second seminar fails, an
a lte rn a tiv e
seminar
involving
non-adopted
persons
w ill
be
considered, Badin said. "Perhaps
other adopted persons w ill feel less
touch about a seminar of that type,"
he concluded.

f

which
would
include:
course
descriptions listed by professors,
professor’s
areas
of
emphasis,
requirements,
texts
and
other
pertinent inform ation."
Cooperating in the e ffort are
MSC’s office for academic affairs,
chaired by Irwin H. Gawley and the
SGA’ s committee for academic
affairs, chaired by Joan Goralski.
"The idea came about when we
received student complaints about
the lack of information concerning
course descriptions in the MSC
booklet, which is published every
two years," Malmud said. "Those
course
descriptions
are
often
one-liners and seldom tw o,” he said.
The b ill, which
passed the
legislature on Nov. 19, 1974, states
that
"elim ination
of
student
guesswork in course selection w ill
benefit students (by giving them fu ll
knowledge of what they are signing
up for), faculty (by cutting down on
d is in te re s te d
students)
and
administration (by cutting down on
drops).
The project, which has been
endorsed by the Dean's Council, the
office fo the Vice President for
Academic
Affairs,
the
Faculty
Council and the SGA, requests that
professors fill out preliminary course
plans (questionnaires) for each course
they teach. The course plan includes
the scope of the course, the
requirements, the required readings
and othe pertinent information — all
in the professors' own words. The
SGA
has
requested
that
the
questionnaires be returned to the
office of the department chairman by
April 14.

JEWISH STUDENT UNION
sponsors

CHALLAH
BAKING
WORKSHOP
SUN., APRIL 6
Y M -Y W H A o f
M e tro p o lita n N J
7 6 0 N o r th fie ld Ave.
W e s t O ran g e

DOUBLING UP: The Student Center service station got a face lif t over Spring
Vacation as another pair o f pumps were installed to handle the considerable
business at the nation's only gas station on a college campus.

W orkshop Features
Sexual S e lf Help
By Barbara Ponsi
The Drop-in-Center w ill sponsor a
Sexual Self-Help Workshop, subtitled
B ody
Awareness
and
Self
Examination and it is for women
only.
The workshop w ill be held in the
Student Center fourth floor meeting
rooms one, two, three and four on
Tues., April 8 at 7 pm.
"We're hoping to have a large
turnout," said Leigh Petersen, Sexual
H e a lth
C h airm a n
at
the
Drop-in-Center, optimistically.
Petersen
explained that two
women paramedics w ill be at the
workshop to demonstrate methods
by which women can examine

1
FO R
SALE:
One
year-old
Firestone Tow n and Country
sudded snow tires (G 78-14). Also
one and a half year-old Sears high
voltage battery. Call 77 2-73 35
anytim e.
FO R S A LE : 1968 Impala SS.
Pow er
steering,
autom atic
transmission,
air-conditioning.
Good
condition,
$570.
Call
4 7 1 -5 4 9 5 .
FO R S A LE : 1971 Honda C B -350.
80 00 miles. Excellent running
condition, * 5 2 5 . Call 4 7 1 -5 4 9 5 .
FO R S A LE : Estey organ. Oak
(circa 18 9 5 ), 30 pedals, 15 stops,
double
manual,
m otor-driven
bellows.
Excellent
condition,
$3 00.
Call
8 9 3 -4 2 5 7 ,
leave
message for Larry.
FO R S A LE : M inolta 101 w ith 58
mm 1.4 and 135 mm 2.8, w ith
cases.
Call
Bob
Taschler
at
6 5 2 -0 5 8 7 .
AVON.
Your
campus
representative.
Mother's
D a y ’s
coming! Call Karen at 74 8 -4 2 6 8 .
E X P E R IE N C E D
B A B Y S IT T E R .
Ideal
location
next to MSC
campus, w ill babysit In her home.
Call 78 3-92 46.
FO R S A LE : Student desk and
chair,
unfinished
pine.
Six
drawers, brand-new in original
box. $7 5 for both or best offer.
Varnish Included. Call 84 3 -3 8 4 7 .

6:30 pm Room M -4
Sail either in September
or February, with the ship
as your classroom and the
world your campus . . . com
bine accredited study with
fascinating visits to the fa
bled ports of the Caribbean,
Africa, the Mediterranean,
and the Americas. Over 10,000 undergraduates from
450 colleges have already
sailed with WCA — join
them! Financial aid avail
able. Write today for free
catalog.
WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666

ADVANCE REGISTRATION REQUIRED
Return to the JSU office in Life Hall.
Name_________________________________________
Address_____________________________________

Thinking
about
som eone?

Phone_ _____________________________________
NO CHARGE!
Everyone will make their own bread.
Phone reservations will be accepted
at the JSU office at 893-5280.

Phone.

themselves for the detection of breast
cancer and ovarian cysts. In addition,
they w ill present a lecture and a slide
show and w ill conduct a question and
answer period.
"This is basically a service which
we want to provide," Petersen
asserted. " A visit to a gynecologist
twice a year may not always be
adequate because in some cases a
cancerous growth may start in the
interim period and the earlier it can
be detected by the woman herself,
the better her chances are for
obtaining and receiving effective
treatment.
PETERSEN
ADDED
that if
women are properly instructed they
can examine themselves for various
types of possible disorders w ithout
being overly
dependent on a
j gynecologist.
He
stressed that
attendance at this workshop should
be of great Importance to all women
on campus because "many women
aren't as aware as they can or should
be about their own bodies."
According to Petersen, a workshop
of a similar nature was conducted at
Bohn Hall earlier this year and the
residents
reacted
to
it
"very
favorably."
Encouraged by the
p o s itiv e
response
Petersen
subsequently sought to coordinate a
workshop which would be open to all
! the women on campus. "We received
very good feedback from the Bohn
Hall workshop. It went over quite
well w ith all the women who took
part in it."
As
an
added
incentive
to
encourage maximum
attendance,
Petersen emphasized that men would
not be permitted to attend the
workshop and added that female
security guards would be present.
"The privacy of the women w ill not
be invaded or infringed upon,"
assured Petersen.
Further
information
on
the
workshop can be obtained by
phoning
the
Drop-in-Center at
893-5271.
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Petitions Available
for

SGAExecutive positions

and Boord o f Trustees Representative!
AVAILABLE:
Mon., April 7
DEADLINE:

in the SGA office!

CAM PAIGNING:
Mon., April 14
through
Tues., April 22!

More

Mon., April 14
in the SGA office
at 4 pm!

ELECTION DATES:
W ed. and Thurs.,
April 23 and 24
in the SC lobby!

în Form atîon

¡n

t Iie

is AVAiUbU

S G A o ffice,

Î o u r t Ii flooR , S tucI ent C

en ter!
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Versatile MSC W rite r G e li Around
By Michelle Bell
MSC English major Darrell C.
Spencer is a writer on the go.
A member of the New York
theater group called the Wynnson
Roberts Productions for the Creative
Arts, Spencer left for Virginia to

promote the group's upcoming Duke
E llin g to n
Memorial
Concert.
Originally performed by the Duke at
St. Peter’s Cathedral in 1968, the
concert has been rewritten by
Spencer, who has also written some
church skits for the program.

AN UNUSUAL RAFFLE!

APRIL 7-18

RE PREPARED..
...for the Great Race or just great summer fun. Take a chance on
winning a Paris Sport model 500 deluxe 10-speed, the American
Championship Bicycle. The raffle is sponsored by the Industrial Arts
Association.

(201) 742-7449

E. REIGER

International Cycles

"EVER YTH IN G SEEMS to be
happening so fast," beamed Spencer.
"I'm getting a little behind in my
school work, but my teachers
understand. My writing is important
too, as it is a relevant part o f my
life ," he said.
Spencer, a 20 year-old junior,
started writing about two years ago
when he returned to his dorm one
night and wrote six poems. " I can't
think of any reason why I did...it just
happened,” he explained. An excerpt
from Spencer's poem, "Awakening"
reveals his deep concern for black
awareness.
I awaken to your Blackness and you
for both were taught to sleep and
let sleep /while the world around
contemplated on your ability to
dream

51 Valley Road
Clifton, N.J.
Sales

Service

Repairs

/instate

S P E C IA L IZ IN G in 10-Speed Bicycles

I

A DISTRESSING
PREGNANCY?
CALL BIRTHRIGHT

EXTRAS FOR THE WINNER:
90 day free service!
One year retailer guarantee on metal components!
Lifetime maker guarantee on frame!
Choice o f three colors and five frame sizes!
ALSO: A second
prize of one auto bike carrier!

im
60 POMPTON AVE.

VERONA

Allstate Insurance Companies
HomeOffice:Northbropk, III

T Y P IN G :
manuscripts,
done
on
typewriter,
charge for
Convenient
256-6376 for

u m iiiiiiiiiiiiiii....... ....................................................................................... ........................................................................ .

DROP IN CEN TER
iimilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliliIMMIIIIIiilllllll,l,ll,,ll|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||y||||r

PEER CO I I ISS E LL l N G
IN F O R M A T IO N A N D R E F E R R A L S E R V IC E

We Specialize
in Filling Orders
for Students!
At the Five Corners
580 Bloomfield Ave.
Bloomfield, NJ 743-4740

■■IIIIIIIIIIIHMIIIIIII iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiib

W O M EN
BODY

Free!

Termpapers,
theses.
Expertly
IBM
executive
Reasonable.
A'o
paper or carbon,
to
MSC.
Call
information.

50,000 Paperbacks
in Stock

24 HOUR W A L K - I N A N D
TEL E PH O N E SERVICE

Tues., A p ril 8
'

The Paperback
Book Shop

SEXUAL
-H ELP

H9.1-52TI

MONTCLAIR
'■TATE COLLECE

EXPRESSING HIS appreciation
for the help Carole B. Stone, assistant
professor of English; Butler E.
Brewton,
instructor of English;
Dorothy R. Rudy, assistant professor
of English, and James E. Harris,
assistant dean of students, gave him,
Spencer said, " I don't think I'll ever
have it made. Financially I might,
however, I want to see all black
people living comfortably first and
then I’ ll say we've made it. Until then
it ’s a constant struggle," he said.

375-6040

L

239-9555

Tickets may be purchased at the Student Center from Mon., April
7-Fri., April 18 or from Industrial Arts club members. Raffle tickets
cost 25 cents each or five for $1.

manager. Jackson read Spencer's
poem, "Awakening" and perceived
Spencer’s potential as a writer.
Spencer has w ritten a play called
"Going Home” which he hopes w ill
be produced next semester by Phillip
Thomas, a speech and theater major
at MSC. The play is about a black
family, explained Spencer, w ith the
mother as the head of the house.
"The father left to find himself,
because he thought there was
something better in life than his wife
and children; but he returns after
all,” said Spencer.

so peacefully
they knew no better...
" I try to show black life as it really
is without the stereotyped myths,”
Spencer explained. " I don't always
distinguish between color in my
poems because I want to be able to
relate everyone, although I think it's
obvious it was written by a black
person, if you look closely enough,"
he said.
DETERMINED TO branch out his
writing skills to include dramatic and
lyric writing as well as poetry,
Spencer attends the Silvera Writer's
workshop in New York. Spencer
explained that the workshop affords
playwrights the opportunity to see
their works performed and to receive
constructive criticism.
The only writer for the group of
eight performers, Spencer still feels
somewhat unsure about his skills as a
writer. With the help of a friend
whose father is G ill Scott Herron's
manager, Spencer was introduced to
Robert Wynn Jackson, the group's

a n d

s e l f

AW ARENESS
-

e x a m in a t io n

Fourth
r, Student Center
flo
Meeting rooms one through four
Sponsored by
The D ro p -In C e n te r and The W om en's Caucus
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*1 in the
beer capital
o f the world
For years we’ve been telling you that in Milwaukee,
beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue Ribbon
is the overwhelming favorite.

1974

1973

CANS

1975

PABST

53% 48% 42%

1973

BO TTLES

1975

PABST

46% 46% 43%

1974

BRAND 2

12%

11%

18%

BRAND 2

10%

9%

11%

BRAND 3

5%

5%

7%

BRAND 3

8%

7%

8%

BRAND 4

5%

5%

5%

BRAND 4

6%

9%

10%

SOURCE: Milwaukee Journal Consumer Analysis

More beer is brewed in Milwaukee than any other
city in the world. So to be the #1 selling beer in
Milwaukee means you’ve got to be brewing the
best beer money can buy.
And Pabst must be doing just that. Look at
the charts. Blue Ribbon accounts for more
than half the beer sold in Milwaukee. It out
sells the next brand nearly five to one.

That’s why we feel we’ve earned the right to
challenge any beer. So here’s the Pabst challenge:
Taste and compare the flavor of Blue Ribbon
with the beer you’re drinking and learn
what Pabst quality in beer is all about.
But don’t take our word for it. Taste our
word for it.

PABST Since 1844.The quality has always com e through.
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Committee to Serve
As 'Sounding Board'
By Vicki Corrubia
" I feel delighted; I'm happy to be
here," states Rev. Ken Herbster,
recently appointed chaplain for
Newman House, MSC's Catholic
students community.

Herbster, who replaces Father
Thomas Davis as campus ministry
coordinator,
assumed
his
new
position on Jan. 31 of this year.
Herbster first worked in Saint Aloysius
Parish in Jersey City; he remained

I Cameras, Enlargers
| and Supplies
| Developing and
| Printing, Frames,
¡Albums
10% COURTESY
DISCOUNT ON
SUPPLIES . . .
CHECKS CASHED
FOR STUDENTS
W ITH SGA ID!

with that parish for three years.
HERBSTER FINDS MSC a nice
place to work, and the students here
good to work with. He has been
working with college-age students
since 1966, when he served an an
army chaplain. The young priest
enjoys being involved in campus
ministry. ‘
Besides
coordinating
prayer
meetings and liturgies, Herbster is
also responsible for the counseling of
any student on campus. In addition,
he teaches a course at MSC,
"Religion in the 70's," and is
responsible for the organization of
Newman House's special programs
and events, such as a pre-Cana
seminar for engaged couples and the
"Evenings of Recollection" which
replace the traditional Newman
House weekend retreats.

By Rosanne Rosty
MSC’s faculty union has initiated a
S t ud e n t - F a c u I ty
R e la tio n s
Committee which is a "Sounding
board
"ch arge d
w ith
the
re s p o n s ib ility
of
conducting
communications and relations w ith
the student body," according to SGA
President Michael Messina.
Chaired
by
Doris
Kraemer,
vice-president of the union and
professor of psychology at MSC, the
committee was established early in
the spring semester.
MESSINA EXPLAINED that a
criteria for committee membership
was decided upon by the union and
himself. Each faculty volunteer w ill
work with eight student volunteers,
two from the SGA's executive branch
and two from the legislature, in
addition to two m inority members
and two women not associated w ith
the SGA.

When
questioned
about
the
designated women members, Messina
pointed out the need to "guarantee
women input due to the large
number of women students on
campus."
The purpose of this committee, he
explained, is to provide a means
through which "certain issues that
pertain to both students and faculty
interests can be discussed in an open
forum so that varying opinions may
be
o b ta in e d
fro m
b o th
constituencies."
EM PHASIZING
THAT
the
committee is not yet formalized,
Messina speculated that the idea for
the committee came about "due to
lack of communication between
faculty
and student viewpoints
during
the
strike."
Previously,
differences have been dealt with
directly between the union president
and the SGA president, he said.
"Alternate viewpoints w ill now be
able to be expressed and discussed"
through this committee."
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574 Valley Rd. Upper Montclair, N i
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GOOD USED BOOKS
AND MUSIC (40,000)
IN EVERY CATEGORY!
THE BOOK SALE
(AAUW Montclair)
416 Bloomfield Ave.,
Montclair
On Sale APRIL 4-12:
Mon. — Frl. 9:30 am - 9 pm
Sat. to 6 pm.
Illllllillllllllllilll

For All Fulltime Day Undergraduate Students

Any of Your Prescriptions
Filled for
AT only $1.50
A nnex PliARMAcy
295 P assaIc S t.
P assaIc, NJ Leslie

or

This Program
is S ubsidized by
Your SGA Fee

For M o re In fo rm a tio n on This Service,
C a ll o r V isit th e SGA O ffic e on the
F o u rth Floor o f th e S tu d e n t C enter 8 9 3 - 4 2 0 2

=
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April Fool
For Tuition!
.

April fool! Tuition’s on the line again!
Mischievous pranks are being played on our education and it’s a tug
o f war with students’ wallets in the balance.
Gov. Brendan T. Byrne wants his New Jersey income tax proposal
passed by the state legislature and surprise! — they’re trying to make
the measure vital to keeping tuition costs down.
Even Chancellor o f higher education Ralph A. Dungan is raising
mumblings about “if the legislature puts my back against the wall.”
That makes two people whose promises have disintegrated in these
inflationary times: Byrne’s vow that there would be no income tax and
Dungan’s assurance that he would do all that he could to keep tuition
costs down for college students.
April fool! Let’s dribble the education basketball between the
opposing courts and somehow, some way, students are going to pay.
And now that rumblings have come up from Trenton that tuition
will be raised, higher education has become that basketball, that
political ploy, in the muddled efforts o f the state legislators and Byrne
to fill the $487 million budget gap.
But April fool to the legislators! Students will not hold for a tuition
increase no matter whose court the ball is in. Whether we have to
accept a state income tax or not, higher education costs should not be
tossed around as a political ploy.
So in this struggle of “Where’re we gonna get the money?” we all
know that nobody will be satisfied with the solutions but let’s not use
tuition costs as a banner and shield in funding disputes. As it is,
members o f New Jersey’s political community are headed toward
becoming year round fools.

rTUIT\0Kl,Sr UH-HUH-THE f YEAH— IF YOU N
Ô0INQ» UP MMMSTWtnOWI <£N>UftTE IW F 01«.
YEARS, YOU SUFFER
sm s it ’s Pärt
of THEIR. NEU
ONLY THREE TUITION
* INCENTIVE
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Blood Thicker
Than Food?
Money is in short supply, but perhaps not in such a desperate strait
that the cost of one can of foodstuffs could set anyone into immediate
poverty.
However, this was evidently the case, because Alpha Phi Omega
(APO) realized a mere $50 worth o f canned goods during their recent
food drive for the needy. This is out o f a total student population of
over 10,000, you understand.
Let’s hope that the annual APO blood drive, coming up on Mon.,
April 28, will realize more in terms o f student participation and
generosity that the food drive did.

'PERHAPS WE SHOULD THROW THEM ALL IN JAIL FOR SUBVERSION . .

SGA Questions Expenditure
To the Editor:
I must admit that had I relied on
your sports editor’s report o f the
discussion leading to the SGA’s
refusal
to
fund
sending
a
MONTCLARION reporter to the
national
collegiate
weightlifting
championships, 1 would be quite
angry at myself for agreeing with the
decision.
However, your readers should be
aware
of
the fact
that
the
MONTCLARION seemed to miss the
central point o f the discussion, that
point being that stu d en t' money
could be better spent in other areas.
When the weightlifters approached
the legislature for funding, the main
question centered around how many
weightlifters would be needed to
defend MSC’s title. That number
dictated how many tickets were
< funded. When it became apparent
that one less person would be going,
a sacred duty to spend the extra
money was not implied.
Three additional points should be
made:
One:
The
MONTCLARION
representative at the meeting did not
refute the SGA treasurer’s claim that
the MONTCLARION had sufficient
funds already in their budget to fund
such a trip if deemed it a high
priority.
Two: In no way is the SGA
opposed to publicizing the sport o f
weightlifting. Nothing stopped your
reporter from speaking to coaches or
team members by phone or upon
their return to gain copy for his
report and feature.
Nothing precluded arranging to
have someone who was going to take
pictures for the MONTCLARION.
This is not the ideal situation but not
so bad as to warrant spending for an
extra trip to Iowa.
Three: To the best o f my
knowledge, the SGA is not pressing a
vendetta
against
t he
MONTCLARION or any of its staff.
What the SGA legislature did was
to make a value judgment, weighing
the good to be accomplished by
sending
a
reporter
to
the
championships with the cost.
Ken Malmud
political science 1976
lill■ lllllllllllllllll■ lllllll
To the Editor:
My
congratulations
to
the
MONTCLARION editorial staff for
th e
unsurpassed
heights
of
tastelessness reached in printing the
cartoon on abortion in the last issue.
(Thurs., March 20)

In this feeble attempt at humor
and/or social criticism the artist (and
I use the term loosely) has managed
to insult not only those who are the
apparent target of his satire, the
religious anti-abortionists but those
who support legalized abortions as
well. By reducing the entire question
o f abortion to such over-simplistic
terms, this cartoon insults every
thinking person.
The abortion issue is a highly
em otional one, involving complex
legal and moral problems. There is
absolutely nothing to be gained by
poking
fun
at anti-abortionists
through “cheap shots” such as this
cartoon. Even supporters o f liberal
abortion laws realize that abortions
simply aren't funny. j ane{ A Engel
English 1976

To the Editor:
In the Thurs., March 20 issue of
the MONTCLARION, John Delery
reported that “ Housing Director
John Shearman...has already called
for ‘busts’ that might make people
start to think twice about what they
are getting themselves into.”
First of all, I am not the Housing
Director. I work closely with Dr.
Raymond Stover, Assistant Dean o f
Students and Director of Housing.
Secondly, I have no time called for a
“bust.”
I support Delery in his
assertion that drug users who
endanger the welfare or property o f
students be identified and stopped.
John T. Shearman
Coordinator Off-Campus Housing
and Men's Residence Halls

M i k e Messina

Campus Security Force
Strikes Menacing Image
Certain changes in various aspects o f the college community
develop gradually over a period of time, prompting a questioning of
the goals o f MSC as an institution. Such a specific area, that o f the
recent renovations of the campus security force by the
administration, has spurred this concern.
Since municipal ticketing was introduced at MSC in spring 1974,
a noticeable increase in police equipment and ticketing efficiency
has become obvious. Now that the security force patrol cars have
the word "police” emblazoned on them, the symbolism points to a
more structured and rigid security force than ever before.
The campus police now bear night sticks and their patrol cars are
"suddenly” equipped with squad lights and loud speaker systems.
These developments are, to say the least, disturbing.
DISTURBING ADDITIONS
The equipment itself is not o f such great concern as arc the
implications of the acquisition o f such equipment. This could be a
prelude to the gradual installation o f deadlier, more fortified police
arsenal. One can’t avoid the gnawing feeling that that arsenal will
establish the use o f firearms by the campus police. This
development would be unacceptable, not to mention totally
unsuitable, to the MSC community.
If the arsenal can be built up, one can assume that the
justification will follow closely behind. But before such
explanations must com e into play, the members o f the MSC
community should realize one basic fact: conditions on campus
have not, do not and will not warrant the use o f firearms. The
gradual "beefing up” o f our campus security is unnecessary and
these equipment allocations should be investigated.
EQUIPMENT UNNECESSARY
The security force should fulfill the basic functions o f directing
campus traffic, regulation o f parking and the aiding o f people in
distress. But MSC is not such a high crime area that these duties
should be augmented in any way with more forceful equipment.
The campus police should be made aware that these renovations do
not appear to serve the best interests o f the MSC community.
Now is the appropriate time to seriously analyze and evaluate the
goals, purpose and objectives o f the campus security force and their
continuine strina o f policy changes
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Western Governments Achieve Stability
The history o f the gradual progress
o f Western civilization attests to the
fact that it did not spring up
overnight but rather evolved slowly
over many centuries. It took a long
time for England and then America
to create a balanced constitution and
reconcile the order and authority
necessary to maintain a political state
with a relatively large amount of
personal freedom and economic
progress.
The struggle in England for a
balanced constitution began as early
as Magna Carta in the 13th century
and was not concluded until the
supremacy
of
Parliament
was
established in the late 17th century.
By the 19th century, England and
America had achieved a political and
economic order consistent with such

diverse thinkers as John Locke,
A lexander
Hamilton,
Thomas
Jefferson and Adam Smith. At no
point was utopia achieved or sought
after but a higher standard o f living
and a larger amount o f personal
freedom was achieved by English and
American citizens than had ever
existed before.
UTOPIA, A DREAM
This was no utopia as many
problems still existed such as slavery,
the Civil War, injustices which
a c c o m p a n ie d
th e
Industrial
Revolution, the Irish question and
Catholic emancipation. It was this
mixed atmosphere which generated
the radicalism o f
Marx, the
utopian socialists, the anarchists and
positivists.
The radicals, like Turgenev’s

ffflolhnso£s
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range

Bazarov in “ Fathers and Sons,”
wanted to make a clean break with
the past, respecting neither the
p h ilo s o p h ic a l
nor
economic
achievements o f the West but only
wishing to usher in a mythical
revolutionary utopia.
What has been the legacy of
radicalism? Where utopia and the
“classless society” have been sought,
the result has been a crueler
despotism than had ever existed

before.
PROMISES BROKEN
Marx and Lenin promised us
perfect freedom and equality and
what we got was mass purges and
insane asylums for dissenters. In
short, the most brutal police state
ever known was created. Radicals
always begin as dissenters, anarchists,
arguers for freedom, equality and
democracy and end as tyrants and
executioners o f the less vicious

among
their
own.
Kerensky
(although not killed, was forced to
flee Russia), Trotsky and in China,
Lin Piao are examples.
The results of radicalism have
always been the exact opposite of
what was promised. Liberty and
fraternity were promised in France,
what was produced was the reign o f
terror; Marx and Lenin promised the
classless society and what was created
was modern totalitarianism.

Bob P r i c e

Views Deserve Re-examination

Should
honest
Jews
reject
Christianity because of the horrible
past failures of some Christians to
express the love o f Jesus?Certainly
not. They are reacting to a sorry
display of the violation o f Christian
ethics, not an application o f them.
This should be recognized. Also, it is
obviously a mistake to equate
“Christian” with “Gentile” thus
calling even Hitler a Christian as some
have actually done.
Should
Christians
persist
in
bitterness against Jews because they
“ killed the Messiah?"Christians have
often failed to understand clearly the
historical situation to which they
refer. The documents o f the New
Testament suggest that Jesus had a
rather substantial following among
Jews even at the time o f his
execution, the New Testament does
not roundly condemn all Jews as
“Christ killers.” Rather it is only
Jewish authorities of the time (and
not
all of them) who were
responsible.
SOURCES AFFIRM
Even the Tolcdoth Jeschu and the
Talmud (sources embodying early
Jewish traditions) do not deny this.
The latter work joins the New
Testament in denouncing the “family

o f Annas,” the leading Jewish
officials involved in Jesus’ trial. Paul
the Apostle even commended the
religious zeal evidenced by Judaism.
Are Christians unrealistic to insist
that Jesus fulfilled all the predictions
o f the Jewish Messiah? The fact is
that historical sources (the Talmud,
the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Psalms of
Solomon, the Book o f Enoch) show
that in Jesus’ day there was no
uniform interpretation o f messianic
predictions.
The question, then, is whether or
not Jesus’ claims to prophetic
fulfillment
fit
any
legitimate
interpretation
of
the messianic
prophecies. Christians believe Jesus’
interpretation was the correct one;
they believe Jesus’ resurrection and
miracles vindicated his claims.
ACCEPT MESSIAH
It becomes rather obvious why
Christians ask Jews to consider
accepting Jesus as Messiah. If he
really is, it would be tragic to reject
him. They generally make this appeal
out of sincere concern.
They are not asking Jews to
become Gentiles. Many “messianic
Jews” ( and there are a lot o f them )
claim that accepting Jesus as Messiah
has "fulfilled” their Judaism and

helped
them
appreciate
their
traditions more than ever.
We Christians ask the forgiveness
o f our Jewish friends for past abuses.
x -------------------------------------------------- \

Letters to the Editor
sh o u ld
be
typed,
double-spaced
(margins
set at 10 and 72) and
signed with the writer’s
major and year should he
be
a
student,
the
depart ment should he be
a Faculty member and the
home address should the
letter come from an
individual who has no
connection with MSC.
We reserve the right to
edit all editorial page
copy For style, brevity
and

re d u n d a n c y .

Deadline For all letters
and columns is 10 am
Mondav.
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Faculty-Student
(Cooperative Association, Inc.I
You'll hear a clarity of sound equivalent to reel to-reel recorders
with our Model 8075 8 track tape deck because we included two
revolutionary concepts in audio reproduction. Unique Tape Record
Equalization gives an improved frequency response. The Dolby
Noise Reduction System" improves signal to noise ratio up to
10 dB. And a FM decode switch enables you to listen to and
record FM Dolby broadcasting. (All Dolby controls are accessible
on the back panel.) Our deck is equipped with digital time
counter, illuminated VU meters, extra 120V AC outlet. It accepts
high or low impedance mikes. So, give your sound system a gift
of the high performing 8-track deck.

Hear the difference at these stores:
ALL STORESAtlantis Sound
Audio Exchange
Churchill Audio
Harvey Sound
Lafayette Radio
Sam Goody
See Telephone Directory for
nearest Location

MANHATTAN
Downtown
Avcom Motion Picture
Leonard Radio
Metro Electronics
Sound & Sight Audio
Midtown
Bryce Audio
Leonard Radio
liberty Music
Sound & Sight Audio

BROOKLYN
Ultra Linear Sound

BRONX
Corner Distributors

LONG ISLAND
Electronic City—Hicksville

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Oance Records. Waldwick
Electronics '59 Montvsle
franklin Lakes Stereo. Franklin Lakes
Leonard Radio, Paramus
Sound Machine. Jersey City
Sound Reproductions. East Orange
Washington Stereo.
Washington Township

CENTRAL NEW JERSEY
Oisco Electronics. Springfield
Federated Purchaser. Springfield
Hi Fi Haven. New Brunswick

ROCKLANO COUNTY
Electronics 59. Nanuet

WESTCHESTER
Westchester Electronics.White Plains

OR CONTACT:
TMC* SALES CORP
Sales Representatives
Fort Lee N J 07024
201-944 8340 212 365-5185

LUallcnsak

I STUDENT
CENTER-Statementof Incom
Year Ended Dec. 37, 1974
IN C O M E
Student fees - net
Rents received
H .U .D . Debt service grant
Work study grant
Auxiliary service grant
Interest earned
Special events
Craft shop
N E T IN C O M E - Business Operations
Food Service
Gas Station
Gas Room
T O T A L IN C O M E
B U IL D IN G O P E R A T IN G E X P E N S E S
Salaries and wages
Purchases and supplies
Repairs and maintenance
Insurance
Payroll taxes & unem ploym ent insurance
Hospitalization and pension costs
A m ortization of fixed assets
Adm inistration and accounting
Interest on bonds
Fuel & utilities
All other building expenses
TO TAL
IN C O M E F R O M B U IL D IN G O P E R A T IO N S
A D M IN IS T R A T IV E E XP E N SE S
Salaries
Supplies and repairs
Payroll taxes & unem ploym ent insurance
Pension & Hospitalization costs
Telephone
A m ortization of fu rn itu re and equipm ent
Legal & A ud it expenses
Trustee fees
All other administration expenses
TO TAL
N E T IN C O M E FO R TI H Et YYtEHAR
R

51 2.27 0
6 7 ,4 1 9
9 2 ,952
18,778
134,331
102,361
2,339
947
3 3 ,390
2 9 ,214

.¿ 4 ^ 4 4

IT 00 8,34 5
164,117
10,212
36,736
8,308
3,806
1,176
147,51 9
20 ,662
324,27 5
4 2 ,0 8 3

m

$2 45,8 01

122,497
4 ,6 1 0
8,053
4,5 02
6,6 00
2 2 ,779
10,930
7,173
11.236
198,380
4 7 ,421

This statement is published in accordance with a resolution by the Board o f Trustees o f the
Faculty-Student Cooperative Association. Inc. for the inform ation o f the MSC community. The
accounts are audited by Price Waterhouse & Co.. Certified Public Accountants.
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Pl ays Four E n c o r e s

'T ommy'
I Diabolically
Twisted
By Russell
By Mike Finnegan
"T om m y,'' the internationally popular, trend-setting rock opera by Pete
Townshend and The Who, meant different things to different people -- a
compelling theme, a good collection of songs, a showcase for the rock form.
But, remember, it came in the form of a sound experience; w ith a recording,
there's a kind o f "fo u rth w all" to allow the listener's imagination to conjure
up the visual experience.
"T o m m y," the film version of that aforementioned w ork, is subjected to
the diabolically twisted imagination of writer/director Ken Russell, and while
he possesses many skills as a filmmaker, he has done a rather cruel "schlock
job” on "T o m m y " because of his unflagging tendency toward excess.
NOT A L L the components of "T om m y" are bad. There's Ann-Margret as
the mother, Tina Turner as the Acid Queen, and to tell the truth, the first few
scenes are really quite good, at least the sequences relating the tale of
Tommy's boyhood.
Tommy, of course, is symbolic of lost youth seeking a direction: he's born
on V-E Day in 1945 to the widow (Ann-Margaret) of an RAF p ilo t (Robert
Powell). At age six, Tommy is a normal lad and he and his mother go to a
summer camp for a holiday, where mommy proceeds to fall in love w ith the
oily host (Oliver Reed) and marries him.
One night, Tommy's father comes home, discovering mommy and her new
spouse in bed. Tommy witnesses his stepfather killing his father and the shock
leaves him deaf, dumb and blind. Tommy grows up in his own dark, silent
world and no one, not even a preacher (Eric Clapton), a specialist (Jack
Nicholson) or the Acid Queen (Turner) can do anything for him. Pinball
proves to be his ultimate liberation, and after his defeat of the pinball Wizard
(Elton John), Tommy gets on the path to his final fame and exaltationas a
youth idol.
THAT SYNOPSIS doesn't do the property much justice but it does suggest
that these unusual characters are best served by an individual's own
imagination.
Russell
has
tried
to
visualize
everything-repeat,
EVERYTHING -on the screen and for the handful of scenes that are generally
thrilling, genuinely awesome and touching, we must put up w ith gobs of
Russell's screwy and often repulsively stupid ideas.
The beginning builds up real power. There's bewitching Ann-Margret and
Powell on an idyllic landscape. Marvelous scenes follow depicting the pain of
deprivation, the loneliness of childbirth when there's no com forting husband,
the trauma of Tommy (Barry Winch). These are fine, but unfortunately
Tommy has to grow up and then Russell goes to town.
Be forewarned of the absurd church where the masses fawn over idols to
Marilyn Monroe. Don't go expecting Reed or Nicholson to be able to sing, or
even making too much of an attempt. (Reed becomes absolutely insane under
Russell’s mentorship.)
BE ALSO warned that Elton John's big scene puts him in the worst possible
light as an entertainer; his voice comes out utterly shrieky on the soundtrack
and the three-foot high boots he wears made him look like Mickey Rooney
tripping out.
You want more punishment?How about gorgeous, slinky Ann-Margret,
who shows genuine intensity and passion as Tommy's mother, w rithing around
on her bedroom floor in a pool of soap suds, beans and chocolate?
Another
powerhouse performance, that of Turner, who is as venomous, menacing, ugly
and downright evil as any character can get, is spoiled by Russell turning her
into a steel robot fu ll of drug needles.
We don't need all this junk I Granted, film is a visual medium and craftsmen
should always experiment but not to the point of nausea and not to the point
of overshadowing message or purpose. Russell has thrown everything,
including the kitchen sink, onto the screen, and the gentle, touching plea of
Tommy's, "See me, feel me, touch me, heal me...," is hopelessly swamped.
THE Q U A LIT Y of the music never soars the heights o f its intent but The
Who have created an honest, albeit colorful and fantasy-strewn,
straightforward narrative piece that gets lost in this mishmash. The
quintaphonic sound becomes downright ear-splitting; granted, rock concerts
are loud but at least there are breaks during which one's ears have a moment
of relief. Here there's no relief. Sounds of that volume emanating from a flat
image on a screen are quite disconcerting.
Roger Daltrey makes a good Tommy figure for Russell to sculpt around,
but that's not saying much. John Entwistle, Keith Moon, Paul Nicholas and
Townshend round out the cast. The singing is not uniform ly good but the
sound system wouldn't showcase quality singing anyway.
Anyone who's dying to see "T om m y" w ill go anyway but be prepared to be
savagely assaulted by Russell's adaptation. Russell considers “ Tom m y" to have
been "the greatest work of art the 20th century has produced." After this, one
can't wait to see how he'd treat the worst piece of crap.

‘tJ’ok Socles ’em u/itii
By Tom Malcolm
Organist Virgil Fox rocked a packed house at Memorial
Auditorium last Tuesday night w ith the music of Johann
Sebastian Bach. As if that weren't enough, he also had
David Snyder's Revelation Lights on hand, and the
organist himself put on a show that was half Ed Sullivan,
half Liberace, w ith just a pinch of Reverend Ike.
After a finale that included some blinding strobe lights,
a picture of Bach projected on a backdrop and an
explosion of smoke on stage. Fox played four encores,
and even that wasn't enough to satisfy the w ildly cheering
crowd.
FOR ONE ENCORE, Fox had the audience clapping
hands to what he called the "Jig Fugue," and for another,
he played a piece that ended with B, A, C and H chords.
Fox screamed out the letters as he banged out the chords
on the organ.
Fox opened the concert in a paisley crushed velvet
tuxedo and black shoes with tin y rhinestones around the
heel. He later changed into tuxedos of vivid red and bright
yellow. Snyder sported a black leisure suit w ith lines of
sequins running through it.
"There's nothing wrong w ith the young people of this
country that Bach can't help," he said, and after the roar
of laughter that greeted this statement the audience was
all his. Fox is a showman par excellence, and he very
skillfu lly milked an awe-struck audience fo r all the love
and admiration they were worth.
AFTER A brief pep talk about Bach’s relevance
("There's not a person in this room Bach doesn't have a
message fo r i" ) . Fox launched into the "Prelude in A
M inor" and then the popular hymn "Praise the Lord." He
also played the "G Minor Fantasia" and the final chorus
from the St. Matthew "Passion.” The latter earned him a
standing ovation mid-way'through the show.
Fox made it clear right from the start that nobody was
going to be bored by his performance, and indeed, he
proved by anyone's standards that Bach played his way is
not bland and stuffy. He poked fun at those whom he
called "purists" who insist that Bach be played
monotoned and dull.
It was apparent that Fox not only wanted the audience
to enjoy his playing, but to enjoy and appreciate Bach,
too. He introduced each piece he performed by playing

the theme once through and explaining something of the
method and structure of the piece. "Bach," he said,
"w rote from the white heat of inspiration; he is the only
composer who can really write in the strictest form o f the
fugue."
FOX THREW his audience a curve as he opened the
second half of the show with Scott Joplin's "The
Entertainer,"
recently
made popular by Marvin
Hamlisch's recording of it for the soundtrack of "The
Sting." He also played Joplin's "Mapleleaf Rag,"
explaining that "Scott Joplin is the grandson of Bach.
With that kind of rhythm there has to be a relationship."
Fox returned to what he called "th e poetic pieces" of
Bach after the Joplin segment. "Bach was a poet," he
said, "and yet all anybody ever talks about is his
counterpoint." Fox explained that Bach was an intensely
religious man, and he urged each person in the audience
to "accept the gifts Jesus offers everyone" through the
music of Bach. "The kind of trip that Bach gives to any
listener lifts him into the view of forever," he said.
The most enthusiastically received piece of the second
half o f the show was the "Pasagalia and Double Fugue in
B Minor.” Fox was simply incredible during this piece. He
was literally all over his instrument and his feet seemed to
have as much if not more to do that his hands.
THE SOUND of the heavy organ itself is overwhelming
both in volume and intensity, and when played by a
virtuoso like Fox, it is something to stand in awe of.
When combined with the w idly swirling colors of Snyder's
light show, the effect is that of being immersed in an oasis
of sound and light.
While Fox could no doubt get by with just Bach,
Snyder's light show is a definite plus. Snyder projects his
lights both on Fox and on a huge backdrop situated
behind the organist. While Snyder didn't do anything
especially original, the lights were eye-filling and
complemented the music nicely w ithout ever becoming
distracting .
Fox talked to the audience a good deal, relating stories
about himself, his teachers and his idol. One of the
greatest thrills of his life, Fox said, was performing on the
organ Bach himself used in a church in Germany.
FOX'S APPEARANCE was sponsored by the Music
and Arts Organizations Commission (MAOC).
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Films Shown fo r
Mann Centenary

Frail, Clumsy dhillun
Limply Produced
By Mike Finnegan
When a play is poorly written, anoutstanding.intensely
felt physical and emotional production could help. But
when the play is limply produced, you've got double
trouble. Such is the case w ith the Circle in the Square's
current Broadway revival of Eugene O'Neill's "A ll God’s
Chillun Got Wings."
O'Neill's rarely produced drama about an interracial
marriage (black man, white woman) dates badly, has a
frail structure and boasts clumsy dialogue. And perhaps
because director George C. Scott and his company of
players could not find enough substance in the play, the
audience sees little substance in the performance.
WRITERS AND critics cite that O'Neill was still
maturing as a playwright when "A ll God's Chillun Got
Wings" was first produced in 1924. Clearly, the noble
intent is apparent, but the way it's presented is hogwash.
O 'N eill’s sparse structure spans decades in tracing the
origins of the relationship between w illfu l Ella Downey
(Trish Van Devere) and idealistic and high minded Jim
Harris (Robert Christian). He tries to make poetry out of
little kids playing on a street corner, and by
counterpointing this against turbulent adulthood, tries to
paint a portrait of love against a wall of bigotry.
What's wrong is that the love these two supposedly
possess just isn't there. These scattered scenes don't
maintain the continuity of growing love, nor even
establish any special need that these two people are meant
for each other.
ALSO THE character of Jim is just too white knightish
to believe. He's wonderful and brimming w ith kindness
and big hopes of becoming a lawyer, and all the while he
adores Ella from afar, while she'd rather be w ith someone
else. All he holds onto is a crumb of one afternoon in his
childhood when he and Ella were close friends on the
street corner.
O'Neill tried to be noble, to create a sort of black
super-hero, the "whitest of the white" and yet the just
plain "nigger" of the streets, and the character seems like
cardboard 50 years after this drama caused so much of a
sensation.
By the end of the play Ella goes mad trying to
reconcile her need for Jim and the bigotry that’s inborn in
her and the environment. Jim w ill put up with Ella's
taunts of "Y ou dirty nigger!" and her lunging at him

The first of four evenings of film , dramatic readings, and commentary,
sponsored by the International Film Festival to celebrate the hundreth
anniversary of the birth of the late German novelist and Nobel Prize winner
Thomas Mann, w ill be presented tonight. There w ill be a free 8 pm showing in
Mallory Hall room 155 of "F elix Krull: Confessions of a Swindler," a film
based on Mann's comic novel of the same name.
According to assistant professor of English Theodore Price, festival
co-director, Mann considered this novel about a handsome unscrupulous
young man and his bizarre relationships a "stange undertaking." On the one
hand, said Price, it is a "very serious"work, on the other, it is a "very comic"
story. "A s Mann got older he came to feel more and more that comedy,
laughter and humor were the soul's salvation," Price said.
Presentations on the other three evenings are Thurs., April 17, "Death in
Venice," a film based on the famous Mann novella, directed by Luchino
Visconti and starring Dirk Bogarde; Tues., April 22, a dramatic presentation of
Mann's only play, "Fiorenza," and a taped lecture in English by Mann on
Nietzsche; and Thurs., May 1, a film based on "Tonio Kroger," which was
Mann's favorite among his works.
The general theme of the centenary celebration is "Thomas Mann: The
Artist as Marked Man." There w ill be program notes on the films and Mann's
works by Price, who has been a student of Mann's work for many years. There
will also be a discussion period following each presentation.
ART IMPROVISATION
A rtist Richard Mayhew, whose landscapes are on view in Gallery One
through April 23, will be on campus in person today for a free "art
improvisation” in Calcia Auditorium at 1 pm.
Mayhew w ill discuss his work as part of a program that w ill include modern
dance, jazz and slides.
Mavhew's paintings have been shown in many museums and have been
featured in such shows as "Blacks: USA" at the New York Cultural Center. He
has won a number of national and highly competitive awards and fellowships,
including a National Institute of Arts and Letters Grant and the Tiffany
Foundation Award.
MUSIC LECTURE
Internationally renowned musician and teacher Dr. Fritz Kramer will
lecture on music of the Romantic period on Monday at 3 pm in Ballroom A of
the Student Center as part of the School of Humanities Interdisciplinary
Lecture Series. Kramer will play tapes of various Romantic masterpieces in
conjunction with his free presentation.
GUITAR RECITAL
Guitarist Donald Frost w ill present the premiere performances of two of his
own compositions and one by Carlos Surinach at his free MA recital tomorrow
at 8 pm in McEachern Recital Hall.
His own compositions are "N octurne" and "T w o Dedications." The
Surinach work is a solo entitled "Song," based on a piece Surinach performed
for the Martha Graham Dance Company.
The guitarist's program w ill also include works by Alexandre Tansman,
Domenico Cimarosa, John Dowland, Heitor Villa-Lobos and Bach.
Frost has a number of first to his credit. When he entered MSC he was the
first guitarist to be accepted as a music major in a New Jersey college. As a
undergraduate, he was the first student to perform solo recitals annually, and
during his senior year he became the first student soloist to perform an entire
concerto with the MSC Orchestra.

with a butcher knife, while he’ll forgive her for pulling
him down, frustrating his law practice ambitions,
constantly putting him in his place while asking God's
forgiveness by bidding things like "L e t this fire of burning
suffering purify me of selfishness and make me w orthy of
the child You send me for the woman You take away!"
(It’s definitely the kind of relationship for which the term
"love-hate" was coined.)
SCOTT SHOWS no real insight to channel O 'N eill’s
intentions into playable drama, and he's content to
merely serve up breast-beating melodrama. The dramatic
scenes seem to build up to nice shouting matches but the
knowledge, the real passion, isn't there. The scene he
seems to have doted most on was the walk-on o f a wino
(Chuck Patterson) singing (a little too well for someone
who's drunk) "Sometimes I Feel Like a Mourning Dove,"
and the wino reaps the most applause of any o f the
players.
Van Devere is not a child of the slums and she
immediately seems out of place as Ella. She's radiant and
bright faced, but that's not what's called fo r here. She
neither ages nor goes mad with much conviction, and one
finds himself thinking of Joanne Woodward in "The
Three Faces of Eve" for a better example of switching
personalities.
Christian, tall, lanky and rather too straight-shouldered,
doesn’t succeed in instilling believability into Jim. He
shouts in a gravelly high volume to the point that his spit
becomes a distracting nuisance. A rtificia lity seeps into his
entire performance.
KEN JENNINGS as Shorty and Tom Sminkey as
Mickey should be given credit for mastering the Bronxish
dialect of O'Neill's neighborhood toughs. Also on target is
Ming Cho Lee's marvelous set with a terrific backdrop of
bland dilapidated buildings and a marvelous cobblestone
street and curb. (However, the creaking of the floorboards
underneath belies any reality to the cobblestone floor
covering.) Thomas Skelton does his usual smooth job of
blending various colors of light to shade the environment
perfectly.
• "A ll God's Chillun Got Wings" is a curiosity at best,
but when the changing of the set by the stagehands is the
most fascinating asset of the experience, then you know
it's pretty poor.

Â ÎÎÊ N T Ï O N , GRADUÂTES! j
If you plan to participate
in Commencement Exercises,
order forms for
Caps and Gowns
are available in the
Office of Student Activities,
fourth floor. Student Center.
Call 893-4411
for further information.
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A Midsummer

C e ls b

Night's

rates

Players w ill celebrate love in all
its glory and foolishness when
they
present
William
Shakespeare's "A
Midsummer
Night's Dream" in Memorial
Auditorium April 9-12 at 8 pm,
w ith a 2 pm matinee on April 11.
The play w ill be directed by
Ron Troutman, a New York City
based professional. Troutman said
his production w ill be "very
faithful to the te x t" and will
"celebrate the joyous mix-ups and
craziness of love."
"D R E A M " IS a sweet lyrical
comedy about young love and
parental
objections,
comic
confusion among sets of lovers,
and the mischievous magic of
some naughty fairies. It has
always been one of the Bard's
most popular plays.
Troutman,
who
has
had
extensive training and experience
in Shakespeare, said the he
personally feels that productions
of Shakespeare work best when
they remain responsible to the
text, and hence he has developed
a
cle an ,
straightforw ard,
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D ream ’

L ove

non-poetic approach.
The costumes by Sheri Buchs,
another
New
York
City
professional,
w ill
be
what
T r o u t m a n
termed
" El izabothan-Athenian."
The
production is not set rigidly In
any
one
period,
Troutman
explained, but is more or less in
ancient Athens, w ith a slight
Elizabethan flavor.
TROUTM AN
RECENTLY
directed "Boy
Meets
Boy,”
currently
running
off-off
Broadway at the 13th Street
Theatre and scheduled to move to
an off-Broadway
house this
spring. Buchs was also involved in
"Boy Meets Boy" as costume
designer,
James Van Treuren, Sylvia
Miranda, Frank Roi
and
Laraine Ruskin play th
« sets
of lovers.
Troutman priased his cast and
crew lavishly, noting their high
spirits,
dedication
and
responsiveness. "They're better
than a lot of people doing off-off
Broadway theater," he said.
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The Four M usketeers’

Fun, Horseplay Recall online
By Mike Finnegan
Not since Errol Flynn's early days
at Warner Brothers has such a
swashbuckler flick of such great fun
and affectionate horseplay been
filmed as "The Four Musketeers."
Richard Lester's companion piece
to
last
year's
"The
Three
Musketeers,” filmed simultaneously
and ultimately now released as a
separate movie, Is a colorful tribute
to the oldtime adventure films that
didn 't have to be excessively gory or
deal w ith earth shaking moral issues
or show the tawdry side of the
Middle Ages.
THE CAST
of fine character
actors
were
a
trademark
of
old-fashioned swashbucklers and the
assortment in Lester's film is a
tremendous
bunch.
A ll
hands
obviously
had fun during the
shooting; it shows and the good sprits
are infectious.

Each member of the title quartet
possesses very distinct and endearing
qualities: Athos (Oliver Reed) is the
lusty
cynic,
Aramis
(Richard
Chamberlain)
is
the
genteel
aristocrat, Porthos (Frank Finlay) is
the foxy rogue and D'Artagnan
(Michael York) Is the impulsive
gamecock. Perhaps Flynn embodied
these qualities all in his one character
but here magnified into four distinct
personalities, the possibilities for fun
increase.
Also along for the ride is a
bumbling
ladies'
maid
(Raquel
Welch), who's menaced by the
sinister Cardinal Richelieu (Charlton
Heston) and his henchmen Milady
(Faye Dunaway) and Rochefort
(Christopher Lee). A better roster of
heroes and villains one couldn't wish
for.
IT'S
ALL
set
against
the
background of the great religious
rebellion that nearly toppled the

throne of France's King Louis X III,
but In the good swashbucklers,
history takes a back seat to hijinks,
and Lester, whose comic credits ("A
Hard Day's N ightht," "H e lp !," "The
Bed Sitting
Room," etc.) are
formidable, puts the cast through a
delightful obstacle course w ith the
deft help of script writer George
MacDonald Fraser.
Imagine
a
slippery,
sliding
swordfight on an ice pond If you w ill,
or perhaps batting away bombs with
long loaves of bread. Or how about
the ever bright Porthos slashing the
wrong end of a rope when he's on the
wrong side of the castle gate. Little
gags are quite charming, such as a
nun who impotently shouts "Get
o u t!" at a pair of duelers fencing
inside a church or ricocheting bullets
opening a champagne bottle as a
full-scale seige rages around the
picnicking musketeers.
And despite the frothiness of the

Swashbucklers

realistically
filmed,
sumptuously
costumed activities, the actors are
obviously in earnest and the comic
te m p o
d o e s n 't
upset
the
establishment of good old-fashioned
suspense as the musketeers battle to
rescue D’Artagnan’s lady love from
the clutches of the bad guys.
FRASER'S
SCREENPLAY
is
unobtrusive, fu ll of just a few
necessary stock lines as well as some
subtle jabs of w it. Lalo Schifrin's
music, like
Yvonne
Blake de
Carretero's lively period cotumes,
bursts forth
w ith
ruffles and
flourishes.
As for the cast, Finlay is the most
engaging of the musketeers w ith his
sharp
eyes and
crafty
smile,
communicating fu lly Porthos' good
time attitude toward life. Reed is
hearty as Athos for the most part but
Chamberlain doesn't come on too
strongly as Aramis. York, however,
has the bewildering charm and

impulsive bravado of a puppydogas
D'Artagnan, and the audience doesn't
hesitate for a moment to race to his
support.
Dunaway is quite devious as the
vicious femme fatale, Lee snarls and
swaggers w ith assurance and Heston
(Yes, friends!) does a nice job of
impersonating Richelieu, and even
makes a grand comic motion with his
hand in the character's final scene.
Also, Jean Pierre Cassel was amusing
and in rare comic form as Louis, and
Lester has found
the perfect
substitute for fat, stubby Eugene
Palette (Remember Friar Tuck in
"The Adventures of Robin Hood?")
in fat, stubby Roy Kinnear.
IN SHORT, swashbucklers are
most fondly remembered for the fun
they
provide and
"The
Four
Musketeers"
is
an
exemplary
swashbuckler.

The Lieutenant’

By Tom Malcolm
"The Lieutenant," a new rock
opera
by
Gene
Curty,
Nitra
Scharfman and Chuck Strand, is a
bold treatment o f one of the most
controversial horrors of our tim e-the
My Lai massacre.
The central character is based on
Lt. Calley, and the show presents him
as a likeable fellow corrupted by the
military heirarchy and then used as a
scapegoat. The army big wigs are the
villians here; the lieutenant is
sympathetically
portrayed
as a
thick-witted dupe.
THE SHOW begins w ith the
uptempo "Join the A rm y,” a lively,
bouncy celebration of the supposed
joys of army life. We watch in
amusement as a bunch of dizzy
youths
are
hoodwinked
into
enlisting. Things quickly get rather
ugly, however. During boot camp a
mean-looking drill sargeant played by
Curty belts out a tune urging his men
to kill and m aim -for the flag and also
for the fun of it.
The early optimism o f the men
quickly
degenerates in to
black
despair, and they bemoan their fate
in " I Don't Want to go Over to
Vietnam.” The Calley figure is
casually promoted to lieutenant, and
then more or less arbitrarily chosen
to lead the expedition which results

in the massacre.
When the m ilitary brass realizes
what has happened and the possible
implications, they coolly decide to
make the lieutenant the sacrificial
victim.
THE SECOND act deals w ith the
lieutenant's trial. The songs are
emotion-packed arguments for and
against the lieutenant, and provide
splendid showcases for the many fine
voices in the cast.
The most poignant and moving
moments occur during the finale as
the company launches into a reprise
of "Join the A rm y" and we witness a
sweet-faced youth being duped into
enlisting in the exact same way the
lieutenant was. While it is at best
d iffic u lt to sympathize w ith the
Calley figure, the brutalization in
store for this engaging young man is
enormously
affecting,
and
the
authors'
anti-m ilitary
stand
is
powerfully and effectively made
clear.
There's one or two insufferable
laments ("Eulogy," " I Don't Want to
Go Over to Vietman") in the score,
but by and large the music is
outstandingly good. What's more, it's
performed by what is probably the
finest collection of male voices now
on Broadway.
IF ANYTHING can make us feel

for the lieutenant, Eddie Mekka's
mellow baritone is it. The richly
expressive tenor of Walt Huriter does
tremendous justice to the incredibly
demanding part of the Captain. Burt
Rodriguez and Dan Kruger as the
prosecuter and defense attorney hit
some magnificent high notes as they
battle the lieutenant's case in "The
Conscience of
a Nation" and
"Dammed No Matter How He
Turned."
Microphones are used
occasionally to give a jolting rock
quality to some of the songs, but this
is a cast that sings loud enough to be
heard w ithout mikes.
Dennis
D ennehy's
macho
foot-stomping choreography suits the
impassioned bitterness of the theme
perfectly, and the jive movement he's
concocted for " I ’m Going Home"
makes it a real show-stopper.
With the exception of a red, white
and blue star spagled dress worn by a
recruiter/pin-up girl, Frank J. Boros
costumes are colorless and blase. His
scenery is almost non-existent, and
what little there is is downright ugly.
Ian Calderon's lighting is simply not
bright enough, and the actors are
constantly surrounded by shadows.
SPECIAL MENTION must be
made of the musical direction bv
Chuck Strand. It's all too rare in

LAW SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
of prospective law students!
A representative of the College of Law

U n ive rsity of San Fernando V alley
will be in New York City from Tues., April 29
to Sun., May 4 ,1 9 7 5 .
For appointment, contact Leo L. Mann, USFV,
8353 Sepulveda Blvd., Sepulveda, Calif. 91343
Telephone: (213) 894-5711
The College of Law offers a full-time three year program
as well as part-time day and evening programs.
All courses lead to the Juris Doctor Degree and
eligibility for the Calif. Bar examination.
The school is accredited by the Committee
_________________ of Bar Examiners of the Calif. State Bar._____

musicals

that

the

sound

of

the

orchestra is distinctive, but in "The
Lieutenant” the orchestra's funky
rock sound is a definite plus.
The direction by William Martin
makes the transformation of a bunch
of regular guys into bloodthirsty
killers believable and understandable.
However, Martin wisely avoids letting
the anti-military sentiment get out of
hand; the moralizing is never allowed
to get in the wav of the music.
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Women 's Cinder Squad Eyes Turnaround
By Rich Keller
When asked if this season was
going to be a rebuilding one for the
women's track team, head coach
Joan Schleede, stated eagerly, "N o, it
w ill be a year of continued growth."
Last year brought 10 or 15 women
to the team’s first practice and
consequently, w ith the relatively low
number of participants, the team
bore no fru it, just a 2-3 record. This
spring, Schleede was "pleased" with
the turnout to the initial practice: 20
to 25.
A FRESHMAN standout, who set
national high school records while
running for Mater Dei High School, is
Eileen Meenan. Meenan is competing
in an event which, though new in the
college circuit, is an old friend to her.
The event is the two-mile run and
Meenan's best time in high school
was 11:37.
Schleede is very high on Meenan.
"Eileen is an excellent competitor
and I'm sure that she w ill get
consistantly better as the season
progresses."
The Squaws' co-captains, Pat Carty
and Kathy Dwyer, w ill be entered in
the quarter-mile and 220 yard run,
respectively. Last season, Carty, a
graduate of North Burlington County
Regional High School and presently a
junior at MSC, was clocked at 65
seconds (Schleede: "A n yth in g under
60 seconds for the quarter-mile is
good."). Dwyer, a product o f Red
Bank
Catholic
High
School's
perennial state champ track squad,
was timed at 27 seconds in the 220.
Junior Diane Christoffersen, who
competes in three running events and

one field event, runs a 28.6 second
220 and has been measured at 17.5
feet in the long jump.
YVONNE
ALEXANDER,
ex-Matawan
student,
has
been
dubbed by Schleede as a "fin e
sprinter and high jumper." Another
person to keep an eye on is Ellen
Decker.
Decker,
of
John
F.
Kennedy-Willingboro, was termed as
a "sleeper" by the Squaws' head
mentor. "She's never competed

before but she's strong and willing to
work and she just may come
around,” Schleede exclaimed. Decker
will run the quarter-mile.
"We should be weak at the mile
and the half-mile but I expect us to
gain strength as the season moves
a l on g , ” • Schleede
confidently
commented.
As far as the field events are
concerned, the Squaws should get a
lift from junior Mary Ellen Mahan.

Mahan, who in previous years has
been on the tennis courts playing for
MSC in the spring months, is able to
participate because the women’s
tennis program was changed to the
fall.
Mahan is a graduate of Mater also.
It is there that she joined the girl's
track team and learned how to throw
the discus and the shotput. Though
she's been away from the weight for
several years, it is expected that she

w ill be in good shape.
Schleede boasts of three "very
acceptable" javelin throwers. Junior
Ann Halton and two freshmen,
Dalthea Brown and Terry Jackson,
are expected to hurl the team past
the two-win, three-loss duldrums of
last year.
Halton has thrown 117 feet and
Brown and Jackson, while still in
high school, had thrown as far as 121
and 128 respectively.

(Seasoned Squaws
jwomen's softball
Spice Up Outlook
MSC women's softball coach,
Marilyn Taigia, summed up her
varsity squad by stating that they w ill
be "defensively strong." Also, "we
have the potential to hit but we'll
have to wait and see if we can put
things together offensively. If we can,
things w ill be okay.”
As a junior last season, Emerson's
Pat Killian, the Squaws’ pitching ace,
compiled a 5-1 record, while allowing
only to w tw o ‘ earned runs in 46
innings.
Taigia, who has racked up a 31-15
record in her nine years as MSC's
varsity coach, said of Killian, "she's
the strongest pitcher I've seen in all
my years at MSC." Killian has good
speed and Taigia is convinced that to
be a good hurler, you "have to be a
little faster than the run of the m ill."
BUT IF the mill should run a little

faster than you, it's nice to know
that
defensive
stalwarts
Linda
Primerano (first base), Ann Fuller
(centerfield),
Louise
Andriolo
(second base) and Joan VAn Dorpe
(rightfield) are behind you. These
four seniors have started for Taigia
for four years and provide the
Squaws with a seasoned veteran
defense.
The offensive punch w ill be
provided by those same four players.
Primerano plastered three home runs
and batted .451 last season, while
Fuller swatted two long balls and had
a batting average of .333. Andriolo
contributed a .384 average.
Another
important
offensive
threat, is East Brunswick junior
Randi Burdick. Burdick, who treats
the hot corner w ith an asbestos glove,

pounded
three
doubles,
banging out a .466 average.

while

Fighting it out for the right of
receiving Killian's hot stuff w ill be
Fairview senior Michele Mazanec and
Flanders junior Cathy Marquis. In ten
at bats last season, Mazanec got five
hits while Marquis, who played a
little more regularly, hammered at a
.285 clip.
A PAIR of freshmen round out the
starting team. Carol Blazejowski,
MSC women's basketball star and a
product of Cranford High School,
w ill be shagging flies in leftfield and
Bergenfield's Santa Pandolfo w ill
gobble up grounders at shortstop.
Sharing the starting duties w ith
Killian is senior Julie Schroeder of
Haddonfield, who was 2-1 last year.

The Squaw's depth w ill be
supplied by Roosevelt sophomore
Debbie Martin and Union Beach
frosh Maria DeNorscio. Available
back up pitchers are junior Pat
Marion and sophomore Nichole
Plourde, of Butler and Middlesex,
respectively.
Who w ill provide the toughest
opposition?Taigia looks for trouble
from East Stroudsburg State College
but "it's d iffic u lt to say. They've
been playing as a club and they just
seem to have the talent." As for
inner-state
college
com petition,.
"Trenton State and Glassboro State
are always ough," Taigia admitted.
The Squaws added three games to
their schedule this season and are
vying to improve their 8-2 finish of a
year ago.
.. Kener
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Haverland's 74 Sparks
By Bob Scherer
FLORHAM
PARK - G a r r y
Haverland shot a two-over-par 74 to
lead MSC’s golf team to a victory
over Seton Hall University in the first
regular season match of the year
Monday afternoon.
Played at Braidburn Country Club
the
Hall's home course, MSC
overcame the cold temperature and
d ifficu lt wind defeating the Pirates in
a team score match 328-336.
Haverland, playing in the number
one spot for the Tribe, bested his
Seton
Hall
counterpart
Kevin

McGrain who registered an 82. The
junior transfer was well pleased with
his performance, which included
birdies on the par-three fifth hole and
par-four 17 th.
"I
PLAYED
really
well,"
Haverland boasted. " I hit the ball
good throughout the match but my
putting and chipping was especially
sharp," he noted, having had o jily 29
putts the entire round. Coach Jerry
DeRosa also was pleased w ith the
play of his number one golfer
commenting that Haverland "played
unusually
well
considering the

extreme cold and windy weather."
Behind Haverland, MSC's other
three low scores were entered by
Ralph Romano (82), Ted Gresch
(84), and Fred Tomczyk (88). Dave
Stevenson and Gary Wolf also gave
efforts of 90 and 91, respectively,
but they were not included in the
team total.
Romano underscored his opponent
Craig Weber by just two strokes in
what was a close match despite
Romano's poor putting. His drives
and iron shots were excellent,
however, and DeRosa believes that it

Bright

Lacrosse
By Tony Cafiero
With a team-oriented style of play,
a reliance on defense and an exciting
schedule that features four home
night games, MSC's lacrosse team
seems headed for a banner season.
The Indians, who fell into a
three-way tie for the Knickerbocker
Conference championship last season
by dropping their finale to Kean
College, are looking for their first
outright loop title.
"O ur strength lies in our defense,"
commented he2d coach Glen Brown,
in his second season w ith MSC. That
unit w ill be anchored by the
formidable Jim Beshaw, a two-time
all-Knickerbocker
selection.
The
junior from Fair Lawn w ill be joined
by Keith Manera and together they'll
be protecting a new goaltender.
Mike
Slemmer,
last
year's
netminder, has transferred to the
University of Delaware and his
position is being handled by former
attackman Dean W itty. W itty, one of
the Tribe’s co-captains, is expected to
f it smothly into the goal slot, where
he has occasionally played in relief of
Slemmer.
THE ATTACK positions w ill be
manned by Rich Keller, who played
hurt most of last season and a
pro m isin g
transfer
from
highly-regarded Hofstra University,
Jeff
Rosenberg.
Freshmen
Joe
DeSimone fills out the unit.
An experienced ^nd talented group
of mid-fielders enhance the Indians'
roster. Led by co-captain Billy
Swann, who according to Brown adds
"class and leadership to the team"
they possess some deadly outside
shots. Brown feels that Guy Anello
has "improved
immensely and

won’t be long before Romano w ill be
challenging for the number one spot
on the team.
"Ralph has been concentrating on
his studies lately but he nevertheless
played very well and w ill soon be at
the top if he can improve his
pu tting,"
the
veteran
coach
remarked.
MSC'S TED Gresch, in shooting an
86 was also a victor by only two
strokes against the Pirates' Dennis
Kuliksh in a tight match which was
decided on the final hole. With tie
scores after 17 holes, Kuliksh hit a
poor drive and three-putted on the
par-four 18th for a double bogey,
while Gresch managed to assure
victory by recording his only par of
the day." I started out good," Gresch
explained," and was only six-over
after 12 holes but then I double
bogeyed the 13th and 14th making it
close in the end," the sophomore
added.
Fred Tomczyk's 88 was not all
that satisfying to himself but
certainly unpleasant enough for his
opponent
John
Baxter,
who
registered a 93. " I just couldn't get
going," Tomczyk noted." My irons
were
giving
me
trouble
but
fortunately my drives and putting
were good enough to win the match
for the team,” he analyzed. DeRosa
concurred.
"Fred played fairly well though he
d id n 't play to his potential. His short
game was going well but he had
problems w ith his long game,"
DeRosa said.

Win

The
victory
was
especially
gratifying for the Tribe after having
just returned from a disappointing
Florida trip in which they dropped
four matches to Miami University,
though the losses are not counted in
MSC's season record.
"Every day we gave them a
competitive
match," the coach
pointed out referring to the trip ."

Jerry DeRosa
"Pleased" Head Mentor
But they have been playing more
often and it was our first real
opportunity to compete ;his season,"
De Rosa added.
Garry Haverland explained that
"the Florida trip helped us but we
have been accustomed to Jersey
courses and we did not play as well as
we could have." He then divulged his
inner optimism, adding," we are
going to be very good this year-very
com petitive!"

Jewish Student Union
sponsors
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BALL IN NET: A Marist Lacrosseman makes his way across Brookdale Park
field against MSC's Tim Flynn. The Indians, looking forward to a banner year,
won their opener yesterday.
probably has the best shot on the
team."
Tim Flynn, another returnee is
strong, agressive and consistent on
both offense and defense. A new
addition to the mid- fielders is Craig
Heinz, a senior transfer from Bowling
Green University.
What may give the Indians even

more incentive are the four contests
slated for under the arcs at Sprague
Field.
“ It should boil down to the same
kind of finish as last year," Brown
reasoned.
The Indians and Brown are
figuring on a different ending,
however.
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Lifters Retain AAU Crown
By Hank Gola
IOWA CITY - Setting seven
tournament records and tying
another
MSC's
awesome
weightlifting squad made a
shambles of the 1975 AAU
N a tion al
Collegiate
Weightlifting Championships
for its second straight national
title.

Terry Manton
Record Breaker

The Indians ran up 83
p o in ts ,
breaking
their
one-year-old mark of 70, and
handily
outdistanced
the
University of Texas with 34,
Michigan State University with
18 and Northern Iowa with
17. Phil
Grippaldi easily
defended his 198-pound title
for the second straight time,
and broke his own clean and
jerk standard with a lift of 430
pounds.
Wayne Guarino set two
records and tied one while
winning the 165-pound class.
Guarino snatched 245 pounds
and tied the clean and jerk
mark w ith a 325 pound lift for
a new record total of 573
pounds.
SUPER H E A V Y W E I G H T
Terry Manton cracked three
tourney
standards.
The
325-pound senior snatched
303 pounds and cleaned 402
for a 705 pound total.
The performance was so
impressive that coach Barry
Hennis was told by one
official that MSC is the best
college team he's seen in the

20-year
history
of
the
tourney.
" I t was some compliment,"
Hennis related. "He'd never
seen a. team that was so well
organized and w ith such
spirit."
"The guys were just great,"
he continued. "They all
started at the weights we
wanted them to start at.
Sometimes a lifter could get
headstrong about that but
these guys just listened. They
did what they had to do."
THE INDIANS were even
called on to coach lifters from
some of the other schools.
They were constantly being
sought out for advice on
technique by the other lifters
in the tourney.
Besides the record setters,
six Indians placed within the
to p four of their respective
weight classes. Ed Alber, with
only five weeks of lifting
experience, placed third at
123, Jeff Cullen was third at
132, Jeff Zambell fourth at
181, Mike McNeil second and
Peter Dyt third at 242 and

Dennis Dreher fourth at super
heavyweight.
"I
was
surprised that
everyone
totaled
points.
That's almost unheard o f,"
explained Hennis. "I knew we
had the potential to do it but
when you get in competition
w ith
all
the
pressures,
someone’s bound to blow up.
Everyone kept their cool."
The rest of MSC's 14-man
squad to score points were
Randy Merta who got a fifth
and Al Korbett who took
sixth at 148, Dave Stern who
was sixth at 165 and Ray
Lavender andBill Martens
who were eighth and ninth at
198.
WINNERS FROM other
schools included Tim Tong
who repeated as 114-pound
champ
for
Texas,
John
Yamamuchi
(123)
from
Hawaii, Joel Widdel who
moved up a weight class and
won
his
second straight
national title for Northern
Iowa at 132, Don Walker
(148) from San Diego State
and John Sempek, Nebraska's

242-pound champ.
" I was impressed w ith the
classiness
of
our
lifters
throughout the tournament,"
Hennis said. "The organization
and leadership Characteristics
on the team were superb. The
average cum on the team is 3.2
and the diversity o f majors is
amazing.

MSC Net men Enjoy G ood Florida Tr i g
By Steve Nuiver
As the MSC men's tennis team
realized, there is nothing like the
Florida sun to encourage a tennis
player. Last week the team took to
the courts at Miami Beach, practicing
and competing against rough and
ready opponents, and came away the

r

victors in three out of five matches.
"It's
a
well
worthwhile
experience," remarked Indian coach
George Petty, " and a marvelous way
for the team to get in shape. It also
helped our players get to know one
another better."
MSC won its first three encounters

against Florida opponents. They
de f eat ed
Bi scayne
College,
downtown Miami Dade, and Miami
Dade South. Last year Dade South
pummeled Montclair State 9-0 but
this
year the Indians avenged
themselves with an exciting 4-3
triumph. Freshman Lance Wyldstein,
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playing in the number two position
on the team, won the third set o f his
match to break the tie and give MSC
the victory.
"WHEN THE going got tough
Lance
just
didn't
make
any
mistakes," commented Petty,
The Indians went on to play their
next
two
matches
against
Connecticut Weleyan College and
Florida Atlantic. They came out on
the short end of both struggles by
scores of 7-2 and 6-3 respectively.
They had one night contest versus
Spring Arbor College from Michigan
and, it seems, due to circumstances
beyond their control the match never
finished.
"We were down 3-2 but it looked
as If we were coming back," chuckled
the coach, "when suddenly the lights
on the court went ou t." A dark
moment in the life of any tennis
enthusiast!
Both MSC tennis teammates Ray
Salani and Wyldstein felt that the trip
to Miami could be summed up in one
word - "fantastic!".
" IT GAVE us some great tennis
experience and we all had a good
tim e," said Salani. " I think the trip
brought the team together."
"Because we had such a good time

Make
someone
smile.
Phone.

it helped us to play better," added
Wyldstein, "N o one was under any
pressure and we could all play
uninhibited."
During the Florida week Petty
used his three freshmen, Rodger
Neill, Lance Wyldstein, and Glenn
Dykstra in the top three positions.
He was impressed w ith the way they
handled themselves. The coach feels
compelled to discuss the plight this
year of Rodger Neill, his number one
racketman.
He has all the tools o f a good
tennis player," said Petty. "B u t being
a freshman in the number one
position means he'll have to go up
against much more experienced
players. It's just not likely he'll be
able to do well in every match."
So now with Florida behind them
the MSC netmen w ill open the season
today,
away
at
Seton
Hall.
Unfortunately,
during
the trip ,
Salani, the number four man,
sustained a knee injury, while
Wyldstein received a bad case of
sunburn. Its questionable whether
he'll be able to play.
"I figure we'll do okay," mused
Petty, discussing the first encounter.
But with Ray out and Lance only a
possible we could really end up in a
dogfight."
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Kean's Infield N o t Able
By Lonny Cohen

M O N T C L A R IO N /H anK Gola

D E LIV E R Y : MSC hurler Rich Waller is caught as he readies to throw a curve
during the second inning o f the Indians' 9-5 New Jersey College Athletic
Conference win over Kean College at Pittser Field Tuesday. Waller, not
possessing his usual stuff, was touched for two homers b u t s till collected his
second win.
•

See Tight NJSCAC Race
By John Delery
If
Tuesday's results are any
indication, then the race in this
season's New Jersey State College
A thletic Conference (NJSCAC) could
be more than just a two-way fight.
MSC and Glassboro State went right
down to the wire last year, w ith the
Indians squeaking by the Profs
baseball squad, 3-2, in a playoff,
taking the NCAA Division 3 bid
along w ith it.
This year, though, every team
looks solid and if you believe
Trenton State's coach Gary Hindley
then anyone could sneak in on top.
Getting back to Tuesday’s opening
action, MSC had a tough tim e w ith a
scrappy Kean College squad before
taking a 9-5 win from the Squires.
W illiam
Paterson
scored
three
first-inning runs, and then hung on to
edge Trenton, 4-3. Glassboro could
only manage a 5-4 victory over Jersey
City State. The game was tied at four
going into the eighth but Dom
Antonini drove home John Canderon
w ith a sacrifice fly to ice the contest
away.
The stage is set for a battle, so here
is a behind-the-scenes look at the
tean?s involved.
TRENTON
STATE
(5 5,
11-8)—Rookie coach Gary Hindley
has a lot to work w ith, returning
eight starters and 13 players overall
to a team which finished in a third

place tie. And w ith an upgraded
schedule which includes Princeton,
Penn and Villanova, Hindley is
expecting a big improvement for this
year's Lion squad.
Making Hindley's first campaign
easier w ill be the likes of AII-NJSCAC
first baseman Jim Stanko who was a
.300 plus hitter last year, senior
second baseman Dan Beda who hit at
a .317 clip and center-fielder Mike
McDede who brings his team leading
.371 batting average back with him.
With that kind of offense behind
them, pitchers Kevin Corrigan, Norm
Cook and Bob Graham will see what
they can do to hold the opposition
scoreless.
And this early in the season
coaches are optim istic to say the
least, and Hindley is no exception.
" I t w ill probably be a fight between
MSC and Glassboro again but I like
what I see here and if we get a few
breaks and teams like mine and the
others pull o ff a few upsets then
anyone could slip in."
KEAN COLLEGE (4 6, 10 8 )-A
week ago coach Ron San Filippo was
anxious for the season to begin but
that was before three of his regulars
met w ith untimely injuries which put
a damper on his outlook. Shortstop
Jim Riccitelli broke his leg in three
places, pitcher Don Reeves broke his
ankle and outfielder John Denning
has a pinched nerve.

Kean College's pitcher
Jerry
Kupchak battled his team while
M S C ' s Rich Waller b a t t l e d
himself as the Indians outslugged the
Squires 9-5 in the New Jersey State
College Athletic Conference opener
fo r both teams.
Kupchak met his downfall at the
hands of his own infield in the fifth
inning. With the score tied at four
Dean Uhlik led off the bottom of the
inning with a free pass. Kupchak kept
the ball down but shortstop Bob
Ostrom's error put Jerry Casalino on
base, and another miscue by first
baseman Jerry D'Allesandro on a
Kevin Donohoe grounder loaded the
bases w ith one out.
TONY TREMARCO drove in the
go-ahead run with a sacrifice to right
advancing Uhlik. Paul Pignatello
followed with a single that scored
two more runs as the Indians began
to pull away. Another error, this time
by third baseman Alan Frank, put
more pressure on Kupchak who
escaped from further damage by
getting Dan Dunn to fly out.
Waller's problems struck earlier as
the star pitcher had trouble getting
lose before the game. "I'v e been
liftin g some weights" stated Waller,
"B u t now its just a matter of getting
my rhythm back."
The Squire bats beat out a
rhythym that surprised the partisan
Montclair State crowd who expected
an easy victory over the injury-ridden
Kean club.
Jerry D'Allessandro started the
Squire beat in the second inning with
a single. Bob Mellilo kept it going
w ith a double that left both men in
scoring position where Joe Ross
brought both runners home with a
single.
FRANK PETITE banged the
Indian drums in the bottom of the
inning following a walk to Uhlik,
w ith a homerun over the short
" I was optimistic before but not
now," was all San Filippo could
offer. "W e'll be hurting on defense
because with Riccitelli out we've had
to juggle our infield around," the
disappointed San Filippo added.
Pitching is another question mark
for the frustrated coach. After Bob
Guerriero who was 4-1 w ith a 1.65
ERA last year the rest of the starting
spots are "u p for grabs."
San Filippo does have a few bright
spots like returning infielders Don
Watson who hit .306 last year and
Bob M ilillo who sported a .418
average for the season.
W ILLIAM
PATERSON
(5-5,
12-14)— Youth is the main ingredient
for the Pioneers this season. With
eight starters returning there isn't a
senior among them. In fact there are
only two juniors. To first year coach
Jeff Albies this hopefully w ill spell
success.
"T o go along w ith the youth on
this team there is an abundance of
talent which w ill take us far," Albies
explained. "We are young and we are
going to make mistakes but with

leftfield fence.
Kean's Armon Leonardo kept the
slugfest going in the third inning as
he followed a walk to Matty Bartosh
w ith a roundtripper to left.
Kean's Allesandro banged out
another ball over the apreviated
leftfield fence to pull the score to
8-5. But the Indians pushed across
another run in the sixth on a Petite
single to cap the scoring at 9-5.
"This was a perculiar score"
explained
Indian
coach
Clary
Anderson."
Usually with Waller
pitching we have a low scoring game

and can play for the one run, but
today we had to have them in droves.
" I didn't plan to use Waller for
nine, but he's his own boss"
continued Anderson, “ He said he
needed the work, he has to learn to
pitch when he hasn't got his stuff."
"M y control was read spotty"
admitted Waller, " I was just happy to
go all the way."
"We've been hitting well"
analyzed Anderson, "B u t we’ll have
to get some of those fast freshman
like Pete Horn and Al McNickle in
the lineup so we can steal some
bases."

M O N T C L A R I O N /Jo hn Delery

FOLLOW THROUGH: John Scoras, MSC's catcher, winds up his cut on a
Mitch Kupchak delivery. Scoras grounded out against the Kean pitcher but the
Indians went on to beat the Squires, 9-5.
experience we should get better as
the season progresses," he insisted.
Leading the offensive show
w ill
be
sophomores Bo Batista
who h it .362, Tony Gilberti who
along w ith his .413 average w ill man
the catching position and junior first
baseman Bob Swetits who swatted
the ball at a .303 clip last year.
The pitching chores w ill fall on the
arms of two more sophomores. Brad
Hill, 3-3 last year with a 2.30 ERA
and Steve Bertolero who won five of
his six decisions while posting a 1.95
ERA. Freshman Hal Hermens w ill
make an occasional start.
G LASSBORO
STATE
<7-3,
10-9) — After a near miss last year
you can be sure that the Profs w ill be
looking to recapture the title they
relinquished last season to the
Indians. But coach Mike Briglia and
his crew w ill have to do it w ith ou t
their big guns, namely Bruce Carter
and catcher Dale Woodward. Also
missing w ill be the double play
combination of Augie Figueroa and
Rick
Damush both of whom
graduated.

" I know we have lost a lot to
graduation but we are definitely not
going to roll over and die," Briglia
emphasized.
The pitching staff also was heavily
hit through graduation with Briglia
losing his top two starters in Steve
Basca and Bill Benson. But the slack
these two left w ill be picked up by
veterans Dan Corradetti and Bill
Goldsmith.
JERSEY
C ITY STATE (3-7,
8 -1 1 )- E v e n though Larry Babich's
squad was the cellar dweller in the
conference last season two of the
three wins he accumulated came over
MSC and Glassboro. With four of last
year's
starters
back
including
shortstop and team MVP Rick Casey
(.343 and 11 stolen bases) the
Gothics could surprise a lot of
people.
"W ith only two seniors on the
team it is safe to say that we are a
young team, prone to mistakes. Once
we get a little experience though we
could definitely improve over last
year," Babich explained.

